DRAFT REPORT ON FLOODING
EVENTS ON WEDNESDAY
MARCH 9, 2016

Pages 3 to 10 below summarise key elements of events of March 9, 2016.
Hopefully these pages will meet the needs of many readers.
The remainder of this document adds more detail, photographs and develops suggestions for further
consideration by those who may be able to develop / implement improvement initiatives.

This document was produced at the request of the Great Easton Parish Council (“GEPC”), to whom
all communications should be directed in the first instance. It was produced by Mike Yates (The
Paddocks, High Street) with significant support, input and advice from both Mel Christie (19 Cross
Bank) and Boyd James (Banbury House, Banbury Lane). None of the production group has any
financial interest in currently active planning applications in the village.
Numerous village residents contributed photographs and/or descriptions of what they saw on March 9.
Thanks are offered to all those who contributed in any way to the pool of knowledge presented below,
and photos, whether used in the report, or maintained in a photo library. Particular thanks are offered
to Mr. Dennis Stewart, who on March 9, visited many parts of the village, specifically to check and
photograph what was happening at the time. His photos have been extremely helpful; particularly
in relation to understanding events in the “Upper Village” (see explanation below).
Information has also been supplied by the Met Office (“MO”) – See Appendix A, the Environment
Agency (“EA”) - See Appendix B, and Anglian Water (“AW”). Harborough District Council
(“HDC”) facilitated examination of plans of water main services in the village (see notes below).

TEMPORARY NOTE
This DRAFT version is issued for comments, or suggested corrections, before the
the future Final Version is issued.
It is issued with a request for suggested new inclusions in the FINAL report,
or any new/varying/additional data

This is NOT the version for final formal publication.
It may contain errors, and useful data may still be missing.

Village residents are invited to pass any comments, or suggested changes,
to
Mr. David Gibley (Secretary GEPC).
======
A particular request is for additional photographs that might be available.
A longer term plan is to select a variety of significant places (e.g. the junction of Pitcher’s
Lane and Little London), and to create a timed photo record events at these specific places.
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Village Plan

“Upper Village”
Stockerston
Lane

Little London
Bridge

Great Easton Flood
Storage Reservoir
(aka “The Dam”)

Moulds Lane

Hollands Lane
Ford

Brook Lane
Bridge

Caldecote Road

Banbury
House

“Lower Village”

The brown dotted line shows an imaginary boundary between the “Upper Village” and the “Lower
Village. All water from the “Upper Village” plus almost all water from fields north, east and west of
the village drains to the Little London Bridge. Water from the “Lower Village” (a far smaller
contribution) enters the brook downstream of Brook Lane Bridge. Flood issues in the “Upper
Village” arise for reasons that are entirely separate from flood issues in the “Lower Village”.
This report treats each area separately
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1.0

SUMMARY REPORT

1.1

Objective - Caveats

This document aims to capture as much data as currently possible concerning events in Great
Easton (“GE”) on March 9, 2016, for the following purposes.
(a)

To assist in future village residents to continue a data gathering process when future
flood events occur.
(b) To assist appropriate officers from Harborough District Council when assessing future
planning applications in Great Easton.
(c) To highlight potentially useful data to relevant authorities during their future sewer
capacity studies, and future flood risk analysis exercises; and
(d) To support potential property developers in Great Easton as they develop their own
future flood and drainage strategies.
Contributors to this document are inexpert in the detailed design of flood remedial and/or
control systems. Therefore this document offers no formal detailed recommendations.
Readers are invited to reach their own conclusions from information presented below.
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1.2

Principal Abnormal Water Flow Routes and Flooded Locations on March 9, 2016
(Each is described in more detail, with photos where available, later in this report).

Field north of
The Old Cricket
Pitch

Old Cricket
Pitch

Spillway around
Great Easton
Flood Storage
Reservoir
(GEFSR)
Blocked Sewer

GEFSR
(usually
empty)

Great Easton
Brook (“GEB”)

The blue “blobs” indicate, in broad terms, the main areas that were flooded on March 9.
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1.3

Village Water Mains

1.3.1

Surface Water Sewers (SWS)

Perhaps surprisingly, Great Easton has only three SWS systems (see bullets below).
Together they service less than 20% of the village’s road surface.





SWS No 1 (Musk Close to Little London) worked effectively on March 9, and seems likely to do
so in the future.
SWS No 2 (Broadgate / Pitchers Lane) did not work effectively on March 9 (see comments in
Section 1.4 directly below). Currently this SWS is capable of safely handling water run off for a
short period (perhaps up to 4 or 5 hours after peak rainfall). It is also able to safely handle
surface water discharge for an unlimited period after brook levels have returned to normal once
GEFSR has discharged its attenuated water. However, this SWS unable to safely handle surface
water run off during the few key hours (several hours after peak rainfall) when the brook level is
high. However, with agreement of relevant authorities, relatively simple modifications to the
outfall at Little London might be able to resolve that issue.
SWS No 3 (Clarkesdale to Cross Bank Bridge) worked effectively.
This SWS appears to present, by perhaps easy and inexpensive modification, a clear opportunity
to significantly reduce future flood exposure at the Brook Lane / Cross Bank junction.

1.3.2

Foul Water Sewers (FWS)

Foul Water sewers extend throughout the village, but played no significant part in events of March 9.
They therefore do not figure in this report.
1.3.3

Surface Water / Foul Water interfaces

According to AW’s plans, there is only one surface water/foul water cross connection. This occurs
under the road surface of Barnsdale, between Barnsdale House and outbuilding associated with
Barnsdale Houe, to the east. From that point, a combined surface/foul water drain continues east
down Barnsdale almost to the brook, at which point it turns south. At the bottom of Banbury Lane
foul water from Banbury Lane is added before the combined sewer passes to the sewage plant.
1.3.4

Potable water (drinking water) mains.

The village clean water distribution system played no part in the events of March 9.

1.4

Events of March 9 (Summarised)

1.4.1

Injuries and Damage

No injuries occurred, and no properties were flooded on March 9 (although sandbags were used in
Caldecote Road). One car was damaged beyond repair near the Little London / Pitchers Lane,
Brook Lane junction. A commercial van may also have been damaged in Pitchers Lane.
At worst, events of March 9 were very inconvenient, but no more. However, given that the rainfall
was not severe (see below), events on March 9 confirm that if a significantly more severe event will
occur, as it surely will, drainage arrangements in the village will fail far more severely than they did
on March 9 2016.
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1.4.2

Rainfall

After mild rainfall on March 7 and 8, 2016, rainfall intensity increased significantly from around
midnight on March 8/9. Multiple residents confirmed that rainfall intensity peaked between 2 am
and 3 am on March 9, before reducing rapidly. Data from the Meteorological Office (“Met Office”
“MO”) - see Appendix A - suggests that at even at peak intensity, the rainfall was not unusually
severe. EA data – see Appendix B - suggests that a more severe event occurred on 27 January 2013.
1.4.3

Normal and Abnormal Flow Routes

More extensive descriptions are offered in Section 3, together with numerous photographs.
The most significant abnormal water flow routes on March 9 are shown on the plan above.
Flow Route 1 (Normal)
Most run off that flows through the village passes through Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir
(“GEFSR”) – See Section 2.3 below. On March 9, as surface water ran off fields mostly to the west /
north-west of the village, the water level in GEFSR rose only marginally between peak rainfall and
about 6 am, and was still low at 08.00 am. Water level in the dam then rose steadily to peak
approximately 2 feet below the top of the dam, shortly after 13.00 pm. See Appendix B.
Water level in the brook (just below the GEFSR dam) rose significantly only after 8.00 am (6 hours
after peak rainfall). Until that time water would have discharged without problem from the SWS in
Pitchers Lane.
Flow Route 2 (Abnormal)
Water from fields north and east of the village flowed via field ditches above the village before
discharging down a normally dry slope into Great Easton Brook, just downstream of GEFSR.
Designers of GEFSR may have taken no account of water entering the brook by this route.
Flow Route 1 and 2 (Combined)
Water from flow routes 1 and 2 aggregated just below the dam, and flooded the track between
GEFSR and Deepdale Bridge. However, although carrying significantly more flow than usual, the
brook appears (with one single minor exception) to have remained within its banks from Deepdale
Bridge, via Little London Bridge as far downstream as Brook Lane Bridge.
Flow Route 3 (Normal - See Section 4.3 for more details).
Surface water from fields to the north and east of the village also flowed copiously down the open
ditch that runs between No. 26 and No. 28 Broadgate. From before 8.00 am until after 1 pm, much
water spilled from it across the driveway into No 28 Broadgate, and from there ran down Pitchers
Lane to the low point at the Little London / Brook Lane junction. As has happened in the past, after
a delay of several hours following peak rainfall, probably between 08.00 and 09.00 am, the brook
level rose, and obstructed discharge from the SWS into the brook. Then, unable to discharge to the
brook, water accumulated at (flooded) the Brook Lane / Pitchers Lane / Little London junction.
This junction remained flooded for several hours.
Later, Mulberry Developments made a camera survey of the Broadgate/Pitchers Lane SWS.
It showed that AW’s main in Broadgate was largely blocked by tree roots and clay just outside No 28
Broadgate. This did not affect the water flow down Broagate/Pitchers Lane. It simply meant that
much water flowed on the surface of Pitchers Lane, not in the AW SWS system below it.
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Flow Route 4 (Abnormal)
Brook Lane bridge proved unable to handle the unusually flow in the brook.
Water that could not pass under it spilled onto the road surface and ran from there down Brook Lane
to the ford at the bottom of Hollands Lane. Some water may have run from the road surface back
into the brook (whose surface largely remained below the road surface). However, at various places
as the brook ran alongside Brook Lane, the brook surface impacted on pipes and the bottoms of some
bridges that cross it. These obstructions forced brook water back onto the road surface.
Significant water also flowed from the ford at Hollands Lane onto the surface of Brook Lane.
The ford creates a low point in the otherwise almost continuous low bank between the brook and
Brook Lane. As has happened before, water from the ford augmented water on the surface of Brook
Lane and the combined flow eventually accumulated at the low point where Brook Lane meets Cross
Bank. Here it formed a single flood area that extended some metres westwards up Barnsdale and
back up Brook Lane as far as the ford.
Other Locations.

The River Welland backed up into the brook, but never reached closer than 100 to 200 metres
south of the end of Banbury Lane.

Flooding also occurred part way down Banbury Lane and on Caldecote Road. No data were
gathered from witnesses or photographs, but it seems very likely that water form Church Bank
and the lower part of High Street run downhill to both those places.
1.5

Summary of issues identified for future consideration and/or action (led by GEPC?).
(See Section 5.0 for additional details, if needed)

At present, arrangements for management of surface water run off in GE seem unable to cope with
even relatively minor events (e.g. March 9, 2016).
For water running from fields to the west, and much of the north of the village, GEFSR (attenuation
reservoir) and the changes to the brook in the 1980s, according to the EA, should protect the village
against 1 in 50 year rainfall events. But if a more severe event will occur in the future, then it seems
likely that the village will be significantly inundated by water that will spill around the dam.
A lesser, but still significant proportion of water run off after storms runs from fields on either side
of Stockerston Lane. There are no significant flood control or attenuation facilities for water
coming from that direction. Much of that water enters the village via the ditch between No 26 and
No 28 Broadgate. On March 9 water from both sides of Stockerston Lane also ran westwards
through field ditches and entered Great Easton Brook just downstream of GEFSR. Modifications
to ditches and drainage culverts underneath Stockerston Lane seem worth considering as part of a
comprehensive new flood control programme.
Better maintenance of surface water sewers, ditches, GE Brook and gutter drains from Brook Lane
to the brook all seem issues worthy of attention. For guidance on maintenance of ditches, the EA
refers ditch owners to relevant County Council websites, which in the Northants and
Leicestershire flood risk guidance area can be found at http://www.floodtoolkit.com/pdf-library/
Less than 20% of the streets/lanes etc. in the village benefit from surface water disposal sewers.
Most rain that falls on village roads simply runs on the road surface to gather at the lowest points.
Possibly additions to existing SWS systems, or modifications to SWS systems that we already have
seem to be issues justifying further review.
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ADDITIONAL DETAILS

The Summary Report (above) identifies the key events/issues.
The following sections (below) provide additional details and photographs.
These sections are primarily for reference use by others who may be asked to document and
assess future flood events in Great Eston (as there surely will be).
The subsequent Appendices provide additional specific technical details.
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2.0

CONTEXT AND SUPPORTING BACKGROUND INFORMATION.

2.1

Soil Type, Topography, Natural Drainage,
and Village Development (relevant to flooding issues).

2.1.1

Soil Type

Land in South East Leicestershire is predominantly clay (broadly impervious to water) overlain by a
shallow layer of topsoil, through which water can percolate, above the clay subsoil, at a rate
determined largely by ground slope and the amount of water to be drained. Around Great Easton
the topsoil layer is typically 30 to 60 cm deep. When the topsoil layer is fully saturated, excess
surface water runs downhill above the top of the topsoil layer, forming temporary but visible
streams. The surface water Flood Map in Appendix C – Para C.1.1 shows the locations where LCC,
acting as Lead Local Flood Authority, foresees that these temporary streams may develop.
Events of March 9 closely matched LCC’s predictions.
2.1.2

Topography and Natural Drainage

Great Easton Brook runs through the centre of the village. The EA is responsible for maintaining
the brook, which, together with two small tributary streams, the EA classifies as a “Main River”.
Natural topography broadly separates the catchment area above the village into two main parts.
By far the largest part, (estimated by the EA as 600 hectares) delivers water to GEFSR.
The smaller part, estimated by Woods - Hardwick Infrastructure LLP1, as measuring either 30
hectares or 50 hectares (depending on which W-H document is used) delivers water to the head of
the ditch that runs between No 26 and No 28 Broadgate. Both catchment areas are used almost
entirely as active grass farmland.
Water from the larger catchment area (north and west of the village) still percolates into two still
existing streams that continue to form tributaries of Great Easton Brook. They join together a few
metres west (upstream) of what is now the earthwork that forms GEFSR.
Water from the smaller catchment area (east and north of the village) historically would naturally
have percolated through ground topsoil, through fields immediately north of the village (including
the old cricket pitch and adjacent paddocks) to accumulate just north of what is now Pitchers Lane.
Water would then have then flowed down the slope where Pitchers Lane now exists to close to what
is now the bridge at Little London. Here it would have combined with water from the larger
catchment area.
Modern arrangements for managing surface water run off still treat these two catchment areas largely
separately, following natural topography described above.

1

Woods-Hardwick Infrastructure LLP (“W-H”) is a consultant company engaged by Mulberry Developments
(“M-D”), the aspirant developer of land behind No 28 Broadgate.
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Natural springs occur various places throughout the village including
 Near the centre of what is currently known as the “Phase 1” Paddock, located behind No 28
Broadgate. This spring has been developed for use as a well, and in recent years water from it
has been directed via an underground soakaway trench into the lower part of the open ditch that
runs between No 26 and No 28 Broadgate. The photo below/left, taken in February 2016, shows
that at that time, ground water level was within 60 cm of the ground surface. This photo appears
inconsistent with finding reported by Woods-Hardwick Infrastructure LLP that the water table is
several metres below the land surface.

Spring/Well behind 28 Broadgate




Flow from the spring in Hollands Lane

Part way down Hollands Lane (see above). Excluding extended dry periods, water from this
spring constantly runs down Hollands Lane, entering the Brook at the ford.
Another spring exists close to Pitchers Lane but on the north side of Little London.

Land to the south of the village is almost flat, and partially considered to be flood plain for the
River Welland, into which Great Easton Brook discharges about a mile south of the village.

2.1.3

Development prior to the 20 th. Century

Village development with significant impact on flood issues began in Anglo Saxon times.
By this era, the existing village layout was emerging. What is now High Street had already been
sited on (presumably drier) ground that was higher than the course of the brook, now the site of
Brook Lane. Probably the brook and its banks had already been identified as an area exposed to
periodic flooding.
High Street may already have been extended northwards to become what is now Stockerston Lane,
but the date of construction ditches beside of that track/road to trap water is unknown. However,
clearly ridge and furrow farming practices were being operated in fields to the north of the village.
Today the ridges and furrows (where they still exist) still tend to direct water run off from the north
east, in a direction broadly a little south of west. This channels water that otherwise might naturally
have arrived at the top of Pitchers Lane more to the west, a generally helpful feature from a flood
management viewpoint.
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2.1.4

20 th.Century and Later Development.

Subsequent key (flood relevant) developments include:Ridges and furrows have been largely removed from the old cricket pitch and the field directly to
the north of the pitch. By doing so, the benefit of slowing overground water travel, and directing
water to the western side of the village has been lost. More recently ridges and furrows have also
been removed from paddocks just to the north of Broadgate.
Ditches were developed, and subsequently made deeper, on each side of Stockerston Lane.
This created a more effective system for trapping water run off from fields east of Stockerston Lane,
and then directing it southwards, directly towards the village. A twin tube culvert (described
elsewhere in this report) was installed under Stockerston Lane close to the northern limit of the
village. These developments tended (unnaturally) to direct water into the northern part of the village.
Under natural conditions this water would have run into fields north of the village,
The main part of Broadgate was built in
the 1970s. Construction of these new
houses, and the road itself now form a
partial barrier to natural water flow south
and west. A surface water sewer drains
water from the road surface to Pitchers
Lane. Experience on March 9 suggests
that it may lack the capacity to handle the
current demands.
The photo opposite, taken on March 9
shows the drive of a house on the north
side of Broadgate. Water from ground
north of the house has passed either under
or around it, to then emerge onto the
surface of the drive.

Photo courtesy of Mr D. Stewart

More recently, houses were built to form Holt View.
Ground slope prevents discharge of collected rainfall to
surface of Stockerston Lane.
Instead, surface water run off is collected in tanks and then
discharged to the field ditch that runs along the south side of
the old cricket pitch, ultimately arriving at the eastern
boundary of the paddocks to the rear of 28 Broadgate.
The majority of the water in this ditch however comes from
the old cricket pitch itself, and run off from Stockerston
Lane. Normally, flow in his steam is slight at most. But
flow increases significantly in hours following heavy rain.
The photo opposite shows the steady flow in this stream on
March 15 (i.e. 5 days after the March 9 storm).
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2.1.5

Recent flood alleviation initiative in the ditch between No 26 and No 28 Broadgate

The combination of developments north of the village described above now encourages surface
water from the north and east of the village to accumulate at the south west corner of the old cricket
pitch. This point is just a few metres north of the small pond at the top of the ditch that runs
between No. 26 and No. 28 Broadgate. This ditch appears to have been man made, primarily
because it is straight, and it does not follow the natural slope. The centre of the ditch forms the
property line between the owners on either side of it2.
The ditch serves to transfer all the water that accumulates in the pond mentioned above to the
southern point of the property line between No 26 and No 28 Broadgate, at the pavement that runs
along the north side of Broadgate.
Until a few years ago, the ditch ended at this spot, from where three channels existed at the base of
the wall on the east side of the entrance drive to 28 Broadgate. At times of heavy rain, water
routinely spilled from these channels onto the surface of Broadgate, an issue of understandable local
concern. However, in recent years, various changes have been made to improve the situation.
Firstly, several attempts were made to construct dams across the ditch, and in this way to create
several ponds for temporary storage of flood water (mini attenuation dams). After some adjustments,
and finally with approval of LCC Highways department2, a final arrangement was agreed.
The lowest dam was lowered, and an underground pipe was installed to transfer water from the
lowest point of that dam to a covered chamber in the pavement on the north side of Broadgate.
From that chamber another pipe feeds water below Broadgate into the surface water sewer (SWS) on
the south side of Broadgate. Both pipes mentioned above are shown on AW’s plans, where the
diameters of both are labelled 300 mm. The size of the SWS is unclear, on some plans the diameter
is shown as 150 mm, on others as 225 mm. On balance, probably, it is only 150 mm (6”).

Dscharge from ditch to
chamber, en route to 6”
SWS in Broadgate

Covered chamber in the Broadgate Pavement

Chamber with lid removed

As part of the modification, the three channels at the end of the ditch were blocked, as was the former
route for ditch water to flow onto the surface of Broadgate.
Several village residents have indicated that after the changes described above, but before March 9
this year, there have been no significant flood issues at this point. March 9 changed matters.
2

Information provided by Mr. Stewart, the owner of No. 28 Broadgate.
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2.2

Previous Flood History

Water has probably spilled out of the brook on many occasions in the historic past.
However, so far the earliest confirmed record of serious flooding was in 1981. Specific details are
now limited, but water in the upper part of Brook Lane may have been waist deep, and it seems
likely that property was damaged. GEFSR was built a few years later, changes were made in the
brook at the same time. Since that time, no flood has reached the 1981 levels.
Significant flooding occurred in November 2000, and in November 2012.
See photos below, courtesy of Mr. M. Christie and Ms. Margaret Stamp.

Brook Lane Nov 2000

Hollands Lane Ford in 2012

Property Damage in Barnsdale in 2000

and

Brook Lane in 2012

2.3 Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir (GEFSR)
aka. “GE Catchment Dam” / “The Dam”
2.3.1

GEFSR

By far the majority of surface water run off passing through Great Easton flows down two streams.
They combine within the attenuation area of what is now the Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir.
By e-mail on August 9, the Lincolnshire and Northamptonshire Area office of the Environment
Agency, from their office at Nene House, Pytchley Lodge Road, Kettering NN156JQ provided the
following design details.
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The GEFSR catchment area is 600 hectares3. The dam was designed for a storm event that will be
“more frequent” than a one in 50 year event [the EA did not elaborate further], but with the
channel widening and bridge replacement works through the village in the 1980s, the whole scheme
has a 2% aep4 (1:50). The EA has no information on the performance of the GEFSR before 2001,
when the telemetering devices [see below] were installed. However, since 2001, records indicate
the most severe event occurred on 27 January 2013 (see the time-level graph in Appendix B).
The storm on March 9 2016 was the next most severe event that the EA records.
Normally, the combined flow of both streams passes without restriction through a large tube at the
base of GEFSR. The water flow in the streams increases in the hours after heavy rain, and water
becomes trapped behind the dam. Flow rate through the tube at the base of the dam (see photo
below) increases as the depth of water in the dam increases. A a metal plate (“weir plate”) partially
obstructs the entrance to the tube, and thus restricts flow into the stream to a pre determined rate.
GEFSR

Same Tree
Confluence of tributary streams

Land just upstream of GEFSR

Weir
Plate
Normal flow conditions - The tube at the base of GEFSR

The vertical position of the weir plate can be manually adjusted. This task requires nuts that hold
the weir plate to be slacked off and then retightened after the plate has been moved. This is possible
only when the dam is empty. Because the dam is constructed of earth, allowing it to overtop is
unacceptable. The overspill might erode the dam structure. Therefore a concrete surfaced spillway
has been installed, about 30 cm below the top of the dam.
Flood water has, on several occasions, been seen flowing over the spillway5.
3

600 hectares is the equivalent of a rectangle 3 km long by 2 km wide.
“aep” = Annual Exceedance Probability. 2% aep = a one in fifty year event.
5
Source of this data is Sue Kingston, of 2 Deepdale. Sue’s information provides further confirmation that
March 9 was not a particularly unusual event.
4
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The EA is responsible for maintenance and all other aspects of GEFSR.
The EA constantly monitors water levels both at the inlet of the tube and in the stream just after the
outlet of the tube. They achieve this using automated level measurement devices (see photo below).
Another monitoring device, but of a different design, monitors the brook as it runs down Brook Lane.
The EA monitors the levels so that alarms can be given to warn the public if unsafe conditions are
likely to develop.

Level measurement device on the
upstream side of the dam.

Concrete surfaced spillway around the dam.
(concrete surface protects the soil below
when the spillway operates)

The Environment Agency considers the exit of the tube to be the start of Great Easton Brook.

2.4

Great Easton Brook

2.4.1

General

Information has yet to be gained concerning the specific design parameters for the improvements
to the brook that were made when GEFSR was built. But the EA has confirmed that the
improvements to the brook were completed inside a programme that also involved GEFSR.

2.4.2

GEFSR to Brook Lane Bridge.

Despite lack of confirmed design data, simple examination of the brook between GESFR and
Deepdale bridge suggest that few if any design improvements were made here. It seems that the
track that runs alongside the brook at this point was always treated as acceptable flood land.
No significant information has been gained concerning the sections of the brook (a) from
Deepdale Bridge to Little London Bridge and (b) from Little London Bridge to Brook Lane Bridge.
It seems likely that the designers of the improved brook / Little London Bridge assumed that the
bridge is high enough to escape flooding. However one specific (and possibly important) design
issue arises at this point.
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Directly upstream of the bridge, a service pipe
crosses the stream. The stream curves at this point.
The pipe is above the normal level of the stream, but
is below the bottom side of the bridge.
At times of high flow in the brook, fast flowing
water submerges this pipe, whose geometry seems to
push brook water upwards and overtop the east side
brook wall just upstream of the bridge.
This same pipe may also contribute to difficulties
with water discharge from the surface water sewer
that runs from Broadgate to Little London. (See
Section 3.5 below).
SWS discharge and obstructing pipe just upstream of Little London bridge.

The arrow indicates the mechanism that helps to block the outfall when the brook level is high

2.4.3

Great Easton Brook – Brook Lane Bridge to Cross Bank

The Brook Lane Bridge design seems adequate
for normal brook conditions, but the twin
channel design creates a significant drawback.
As a normal condition, assorted debris floats
down the stream, including twigs and branches.
At most times, they catch against the upstream
end of the bridge’s central support, and obstruct
water flow under the bridge.
Under normal conditions no problems occur.
But at times of high flow in the brook, maybe
as on March 9, obstructions significantly reduce
the bridge capacity.
Below Brook Lane Bridge, the brook runs
alongside the lane. The lane itself creates
only a small catchment surface, so safe
disposal of rainwater falling on the road
surface should be relatively easy.

Debris partially obstructs the entrance to Brook
Lane Bridge. (Photo taken on March 14)

Numerous small gullies have been cut
through the earth top edge of low bank
between the lane and the Brook. Under
normal circumstances, and if clean, these
should be adequate. (But see Section 3.6).

Partially blocked road gully (with low service pipe behind).
On the other hand, a design problem seems to exist within the brook itself.
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In several place, service pipes cross the brook.
Under normal conditions they are well above
the brook level, and create no issues.
However, when the brook is near to full
capacity (as it was on March 9), they submerge
and create resistance to flow. Several, but by
no means all the bridges over the brook also
become submerged when the brook level is
high. Under these conditions, water from the
surface of the brook can be pushed over the
low bank, onto the surface of the lane. Again,
see photos in (Section 3.6).
Low service pipe (and perhaps the low bridge) can push high water onto the lane.
A final unhelpful feature of this section of
the brook occurs at the ford at the bottom of
Hollands Lane.
The ford creates a point that is slightly
lower than the bank that otherwise separates
the brook from the lane. When the brook
level is high, much water can pass from the
brook onto the surface of the lane.

Ford at Hollands Lane
From the ford, much water can run on the surface of Brook Lane to the low point where it meets
Cross Bank, the point at which flood water accumulates on each flood occasion.
2.4.4

Cross Bank Bridge to the Welland

The underside of Cross Bank Bridge itself appears to be well above the maximum predictable level
of the brook, and thus does not impede flow in the brook. The bank of the brook appears high
enough to prevent collected flood water flowing from the road surface into the brook, other than via
two roadside gullies. It seems that on March 9, they either lacked the capacity to drain water from
the road surface into the brook, or perhaps were partially blocked.
Little specific design data were gathered concerning the section of the brook between Cross Bank
Bridge and the southern limit of the village.
Banbury Lane has a history of flooding, but significant details have yet to be gathered.
Beyond the southern limit of the village, many of the fields to the Welland are recognised flood
exposed areas, but with no known proposals for changing that status.
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2.5

Foul and surface water run off sewer arrangements in Great Easton.

2.5.1

Overview

“Digdat” (www. digdat.co.uk), a subsidiary of Anglian Water, maintains a plan library of utility
services in the AW area. However Digdat, a post privatisation revenue generation asset for AW,
now charges substantial fees for providing copies of those plans. Fortunately, copies of the plans
are available for inspection (a no cost service) at HDC’s HQ in Harborough. Using that service, data
are presented below, even though copies of plans cannot be included in this report.
Great Easton has three distinct sewer systems.
 Foul Water
 Combined foul and surface water run off.
 Surface water run off (not connected to either of the above systems).
2.5.2

Foul Water Sewer systems

Foul water sewers throughout the village service the village’s current needs,
Apparently negative interfaces between foul and surface services exist, but they did not contribute
significantly to flood issues on March 9 2016. This report largely excludes those issues.

2.5.3

Combined Surface and Foul Water Systems (only one identified on HDC’s plans).

A 9 inch (approx) diameter foul sewer runs down Bringhurst Road to manhole located in the road
between Bringhurst House and out-buildings associated with the House.
A surface water sewer collects run off from Clarkesdale, and runs to the same manhole.
From that manhole, 300 mm (12 inch) purely surface water sewer continues east, past the bottom of
Brook Lane, and then discharges into the brook just below Cross Bank Bridge.
Potentially this sewer could play a major role in reducing flood exposure to the village.
An approximately 9 inch diameter combined sewer exits the same manhole, and runs under Cross
Bank to a foul/surface water manhole just east of No 1 Cross Bank. At that manhole, water from
the 305 mm foul water main that runs down Brook Lane is added. The combined flow then moves
in a 305 mm main on the west side of the brook to a man hole located a few metres south of the end
of Banbury Lane. At that point foul water from houses in Banbury Lane is added, and the
combined flow then passes directly to the sewage treatment plant.
No other combined foul/surface water mains are shown on the copy plans held by HDC.
2.5.4

Surface Water Sewer (SWS) systems.

The extent of surface water sewers in the village is surprisingly limited (see notes above and table
below). On most roads/streets/lanes in the village rainfall simply flows on the road/lane surfaces
downhill the lowest point available. The highest surface water sewer access point in the village is
outside No 12 Broadgate (towards the top of Broadgate).
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Street/Lane/Close etc.
Banbury Lane
Barnsdale
Bringhurst Road
Broadgate
Brook Lane
Caldecote Road
Church Bank
Clarkesdale Estate
Cross Bank
Deepdale
Ford Bank
High Street
Holt View
Little London
Lount’s Crescent
Moulds Lane
Musk Close
Pitchers Lane
St Andrew’s Close
Stockerston Lane

Description of surface water mains.
None
(See Cross Bank)
None
From 12 Broadgate to Pitchers Lane (6 inch)
None
None
None
None
Upper end of Clarkesdale estate to below Cross Bank Bridge.
None east of Cross Bank Bridge.
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Partial – 225 mm (9 inch)
Throughout (300 mm – 12 inch)
None
None
Table No 1

3.0

EVENTS OF MARCH 9 2016 (in greater detail)

3.1

Rainfall on March 8 and 9

Specific rainfall measurements in Great Easton are unavailable for March 8 and 9.
Nevertheless, several village residents have confirmed that although very little rain fell on March 8,
the fields above Great Easton were wet by the evening, (not an unusual situation in March).
Rainfall intensity increased significantly from around midnight on March 8/9, peaking between 2
am and 3 am on March 9, before reducing rapidly (multiple village residents have confirmed this).
The nearest official Met Office weather station is at RAF Wittering, about 18 miles east of GE.
Specific rainfall data for RAF Wittering on March 8 and 9, gained from the Met Office are shown
in Appendix A. On March 9, Wittering recoded a one hour peak ranfall between 9 and 10 am, i.e.
approximately 6 hours after the peak in Great Easton.
One cannot assume that the rainfall pattern and intensity in GE were both identical to measurements
at Wittering (after adjustment for time difference). However it seems reasonable to assume that that
the pattern and intensity differences were limited at most.
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Using Wittering data it therefore seems reasonable to suggest that the peak one hour intensity in GE
(between 2 am and 3 am) would also have been in the order of 4 mm/min. The Met Office uses
defined terms for specific rainfall intensity bands6. In MO terms, 4 mm/min falls on the borderline
between “moderate” and “heavy” rainfall.
For comparison, see Appendix A-1.2, Woods-Hardwick Infrastructure LLP used 8 mm/hr for a one
in one year 60 minute rain fall event. This confirms that 4 mm/minute is not a particularly severe
event. GE may expect to experience storms of such intensity every few years (or more often).
Data obtained later suggests that another measurement station exists at the Wing Sewage Treatment
plant, near Uppingham. But efforts to gain data from there have so far proved unsuccessful.
The Met Office can provide formal reports on measurements at Wing, but the cost is prohibitive.
The Met Office has also indicated by using data that they have, they could run a computer simulation,
and thus offer their hypothetical view of what rain fell on GE on March 8 and 9. But at approaching
£1,000 the cost of this service was also considered prohibitively expensive for purposes of this report.
3.2

Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir (GEFSR)
and GE Brook from GEFSR to Brook Lane Bridge.

As the designers intended, in both January 2013 and in March 2016, GEFSR successfully held back
(“attenuated”) water from the catchment areas west of, and partially to the north of the village
On March 9 2016, water level in GEFSR reached to within 60 cm (2 ft) of the spillway level.
In January 2013 the water level reached to within 30 cm (1 ft) of the spillway see Appendix B
This may raise some concern given that rainfall on March 9 appears to have been far milder than the
“one in 50 year” reported design parameter. Nevertheless, a 2 foot margin still provides significant
capacity that was not used on March 9.

Debris Line

Dam, approx. noon (Courtesy of Tony Stellmacher)
(looking NE, dam to left of photo).

Line of debris shows the maximum water level reached.
(Photo taken on March 17).

Apparently no alarm was issued on March 9, but that may be reasonable in light of the lack of
property flooding on that day.
6

The Meterological Office places rainfall exceeding mild/insignificant showers into three distinct categories.
“Slight” rainfall signifies accumulation less the 0.5 mm/hour.
“Moderate” rainfall signifies accumulation of 0.5 to 4.0 mm/hour.
“Heavy” rainfall signifies greater than 4.0 mm/hour.
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On March 9, significant surface water run off entered the brook just downstream of GEFSR.
No information has been gained concerning the designers’ allowances (if any) for this additional
(and abnormal) addition to water flow in the brook.

Looking towards GEFSR from Deepdale Bridge

Deepdale Bridge

Two photos courtesy of Dennis Stewart taken approximately 8 to 9 am on March 9

The brook exceeded its normal limits when the track (see photo on the left) flooded.
However, probably that was a foreseen (and tolerable) condition when GEFSR was designed.
As far as is known (more witness statements sought), the brook never flowed over the top of
Deepdale Bridge, and never exceeded its normal limits as it ran from Deepdale Bridge to Brook Lane
Bridge. (See Section 3.6 for notes on Brook Lane and Cross Bank Bridge).
At approximately 5.30 am, water level in GEFSR started to rise, initially slowly, causing water
level in the brook rise slowly. By 9.00am, the water level in GEFSR had risen by only 1.5 m
(approx 5 ft) and the brook just downstream of GESFR had risen by only 0.5 metres (18
inches). This delay may be key to addressing one of the village flood issues (see below).
3.3

Stockerston Lane, and fields north of the village

Water from fields both on the east and the west of Stockerston Lane did not pass through GEFSR.
Run off from the east fields was initially captured in the open ditch that runs down the east side of the
lane. However, examination shortly after the storm showed that ditches on both sides of lane were
significantly obstructed (mostly due to plant growth). Most of the water from the obstructed east
ditch flooded onto the surface of the lane and then flowed through the village via several routes.


A (probably small) proportion of the water reached the end of the east ditch, a point close to the
northern limit of the village, where it passed under the lane via culverts described above.
It then flowed down the west ditch before, and via
a tunnel below the lane to discharge at the start of
the field ditch at the south east corner of the old
cricket pitch. (see photo opposite).
In that field ditch, flood water travelled to the
south west corner of the old pitch, i.e. to the top of
the ditch between 26 and 28 Broadgate, (adding
run off from Holt View en route).
Water in the ditch running past Holt View (Courtesy of Miles Ingram)
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Another (probably small) part of the water from the east ditch spilled onto the surface of the lane.
Some of that water, still on the surface of the lane, ran into the village, and then into the eastern
end of Broadgate (See Section 3.4 below).

Looking up Stockerston Lane

Run off from the lane into the old cricket pitch

Both photos courtesy of Dennis Stewart (taken just after 9 am)



However, the major part of the water from fields to the east of Stockerston Lane continued to
run westwards over Stockerson Lane and from there ran into fields on the west side.
In other words, this water followed the natural, pre-development drainage route.
Part of this water ran via the field ditch on the north side of the old cricket pitch to its north
west corner, where flow divided. Some water continued westwards, eventually to flow into
Great Eastern Brook just downstream of GEFSR (an abnormal route). The remainder flowed
south to join water in the ditch on the south side of the pitch, at the top of the ditch that runs
between 26 and 28 Broadgate.
Finally part of the water on the old cricket pitch ran
southwest along shallow depressions in the old pitch
(possibly remnants of ridge and furrow farming
practices from the past). Eventually this water also
arrived at the top of the ditch between 26 and 28
Broadgate.
Abnormal flow
route (in the rear)

Abnormal flow from Stockerston Lane, en route to Great
Easton Brook (Courtesy of Dennis Stewart)

Old Cricket Pitch
(Photo Courtesy of Miles Ingram)
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3.4
3.4.1

Broadgate
Broadgate itself..

Some roadside grids at the east (top) end of Broadgate may have been partially blocked, but enough
seemed to be free enough to allow water from Stockerston Lane to enter the Broadgate below ground
surface water sewer system.
Water that passed around or under houses on the
north side of Broadgate (See photo in Section 2.1.3)
also initially entered the surface water successfully.
However by about 8.00 am the SWS system in
Broadgate proved inadequate. Clearly the blockage
that was discovered later outside No 28 Broadgate
was a significant factor (see below), but other issues
might also have contributed (perhaps more blockage,
or perhaps an inadequately sized sewer).

Drive of No
28 Broadgate

Photo from Broadgate towards Deepdale at approx. 8 .10 am.
(Courtesy of Dennis Stewart)

For whatever reason, sewer water partially flooded the western end of the surface of Broadgate,
where it merged with water spilling from the ditch between 26 and 28 Broadgate (see below)
3.4.2

Ditch between 26 and 28 Broadgate

As happened in the past, this ditch failed to safely handle the large volume of water run off that
entered it via the pond close to the south west corner of the “Old Cricket Pitch”.
The key factors on March 9 were that
(a) Water from the ditch was now channelled, via the chamber in the pavement (see above),
directly into the surface water sewer on the south side of Broadgate. Water in the ditch is
untreated run off from fields, and thus naturally carries a significant clay burden.
(b) A few weeks after March 9, a camera survey conducted on behalf of Mulberry Developments
established that two accumulations of what was described as “clay and tree roots” existed just
a few metres downstream of the point where water from the ditch enters the SWS. Clearly the
tree roots must have been there foe some time, but the source of the clay, as far as is known,
has yet to be established.
The SWS, as described in Drainage Technical Note v 1.3 (April 2016) by Woods Hardwick
Infrastructure LLP “almost totally blocked” [the sewer]. Flow in the SWS down Boadgate, and
flow down the ditch were both impaired/ backed-up. It seems likely that water in the lowest
catchment dam in the ditch built up until water flooded from that dam.
The photo above shows the two overflow streams combining on the surface of Broadgate.
Note that the stream running down the surface of Broadgate appears to be dark (so probably
carrying little clay), but the stream from the ditch appears to be clay coloured.
Water discharged the drive of No 28 Broadgate onto the surface of Broadgate, and then ran down
to Pitchers Lane.
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26 Broadgate

Drive into No 28 Broadgate
End of ditch
28 Broadgate

Photos courtesy of Mr. D Stewart, taken just after 08.00 am on March 9, 2016
(i.e. approximately 5 to 6 hours after the main one hour period of rain)

3.5

Pitchers Lane / Deepdale / Little London

Under normal circumstances, water running down the SWS in Pitchers Lane discharges water into
Great Easton Brook via the outfall described in Section 2.4.1 above.
Mrs Mary Mitchell of No 4 Pitchers Lane was on the bridge at Little London at about 8 am on
March 9. She reports that at that time, the water level in the brook was normal (low) but she did
not notice water discharging from the outfall into the brook. This is consistent with the water
levels in the brook shown on the graph supplied by the Environment Agency (See Appendix B).
However, she also reports that (a) water was already flowing down the surface of Pitchers Lane,
and (b) that she did not notice water beginning to gather at the junction of Pitchers Lane and Little
London. This is consistent with photos above supplied by Mr. Stewart.
By 8.00 am, possibly due to the blockage in the Broadgate SWS, the vast majority of water on the
surface of Broadgate ran to the junction of Deepdale, where a modest amount of water running on
the road surface joined it. All the water from Deepdale had run off the paddocks behind No 28
Broadgate, and had arrived at the road junction via at least four routes:





On the surface of the track between No 4 and No 6 Deepdale.
Below ground in the same area, to emerge from a spring at the end of that drive.
Via ground percolation between the houses on the north side of Deepdale.
By flooding through the garage of at least one house, No. 2 Deepdale.

The photo below (left) shows water flooding out of that garage door.
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Flooding at No 2 Deepdale garage approx 12.30 pm
Pitchers Lane just after 9 am
Photos courtesy of Mrs. Sue Kingston

The combined flow then ran down the surface of Pitchers Lane to its junction with Little London
and Brook Lane. Probably a limited flow of water (water that had successfully bypassed the
blockages) followed the same route, but in the sewer. Mr. Dennis Stewart of 28 Broadgate has
confirmed hearing water running in that sewer shortly after 9 am.
No person has been identified who specifically saw and recorded the time at which the brook level
rose far enough to submerge the outfall from the SWS that runs down Pitchers Lane.
However, the photo below left (courtesy of Dennis Stewart) shows that by 09.10 am the outfall
was already underwater. By this time, it seems likely that water had already ceased flowing out of
the SWS, and instead had started to back up into the low point where Little London meets Pitchers
Lane and Brook Lane. The photo below right (courtesy of Roger Bowder) taken at about 10.00
am shows that flooding at this point was by then severe.

Outfall from Pitchers Lane
(underwater)
Bridge at Little London at 09.10 am

Pitcher’s Lane / Brook Lane junction looking at Little
London Bridge just after 10.00 am

The two photos below were taken just after 10.00 am supplement the photos above.
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Just after 10.00 am (Courtesy of Roger Bowder)

Approx 11.15 am
(Courtesy of Roger Bowder)

3.6

FOR COMPARISON ONLY
Flood in 2012 (Courtesy of Judith Lloyd)

Brook Lane Bridge to Cross Bank Bridge.

As far as is known, throughout the day, the brook remained within its recognised boundaries as
water travelled from Little London Bridge to Brook Lane Bridge.
However, at some time (yet to be established), during the morning the two passages under Brook
Lane Bridge proved unable to accept the flow rate required. Brook water backed up at the bridge
entrance, and ultimately spilled onto the surface of Brook Lane.
Possibly pre existing debris (see above) may have contributed.
The earliest photo currently available (below left) by Tony Stellamscher was taken at 11.40 am.
The last photo currently available (below right) by Dennis Stewart at 13.05 pm. Water spilled
onto Brook Lane both before and after these two photos, but at present neither a firm start time or
a firm end time for spillage onto the Lane has been established.
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Photo by Tony Stellamscher (11.40 am)

Photo by Dennis Stewart (13.05 pm)

The photo (left above) shows that water running
down the road surface is (very) slightly higher
than water in the brook. This condition appears
to have been maintained throughout the day, with
exception at the Hollands Lane ford and at
several places between Brook Lane bridge and
the Hollands Lane ford, where low service pipes
and/or low bridges appear to have forced water
from the brook onto the surface of the lane.
The photo opposite (by Dennis Stewart), shows
brook water impacting into a low bridge, and then
being diverted onto the surface of Brook Lane.

Lower water
downstream

Water forced onto the
surface of Brook Lane
Water wave builds in front of
the low bridge

The photo opposite, by Bob Mitchell, at about 11.00 am shows a
surface wave caused by a (by now submerged) obstruction at
Hollands Lane. It pushes water from the brook onto the Lane.
Surface water collected at the Cross Bank / Brook Lane junction,
(also see photo opposite and photos below) as it did in 2012 and
2000. Water then backed up as far as Hollands Lane in one
direction and for several metres into Barnsdale
Cross Bank bridge itself prevented water flowing along the
surface of Cross Bank from the west to the east side of the brook.
But just upstream of the bridge, much water spilled above ground
from Brook Lane into the brook (see photos below).
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Photos Courtesy of Barbara Raine, taken between 10.00 and 11.00.
Note that the water level on the lane is well above the level in the brook

3.7

High Street and Church Bank

Lacking surface water sewers, water from Stockerston Lane ran on the surface of High Street, to
the junction with Broadgate, into which most of that surface water ran (see above).
But below the Broadgate junction, some water still on the surface of High Street ran further south.
Some may have run down Moulds Lane (information is unavailable, but if anyone has any, please
contribute it). Water continued to run on the surface of High Street as far as Hollands Lane, down
which much, if not all the water on High Street then ran (debris tide marks confirmed that).
But rain falling on High Street (lower than Hollands Lane) plus run off from Church Bank (which
also lacks surface water sewers) ran on further, entering Cross Bank, and then Caldecote Road.
3.8

Caldecote Road

Caldecote Road also lacks a surface water removal system. All the water from Church Bank and the
south end of High Street continued to run south into Caldecote Road and accumulated at a low point
near the southern limit of the village. This created no life safety or major property damage exposure,
but waves generated by passing traffic exposed the doorways of village residents at that spot.
Only their initiatives (using sandbags) prevented property damage.

Caldecote Road, 11.15 am. Photos courtesy of Andy Murdoch
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3.9

Banbury Lane and further south

Banbury Lane also lacks a surface water sewer system.
Water that accumulated at the Brook Lane/Cross bank junction appears not to have passed over
Cross Bank Bridge. But water from High Street / Church Bank ran into and down Banbury Lane,
flooding into property halfway down the lane. (No damage data has been gained).
Banbury House, at the end of Banbury Lane was not flooded, and the brook alongside the garden
of Banbury House remained within its usual limits (just). However, the River Welland backed up
to within (estimate) approximately 200 metres south of the garden of Banbury House.
Given that March 9 was not a particularly severe event, this may raise some concern for the future.

Tide
mark ?

Normal conditions in the brook (photos taken on March 24).
The dashed lines indicate the brook level on March 9 (approximately)

3.10 Foul Water and Surface Water / Foul Water interfaces
Only one foul water/surface water interface exists in
the village7. This is at a manhole in the roadway
between Barnsdale House and its outbuildings
further east. No known concerns arose there.
A combined foul/surface main runs from that
manhole towards Cross Bank Bridge.
The photo opposite appears to show air being forced
out of a manhole on that combined main. This issue
has not been explored further. A photo by Dennis
Stewart shows a similar condition at the Little
London / Brook Lane junction (a foul water sewer).

Photo courtesy of Barbara Raine taken at 10.45 am

3.11 Damage and injuries
See the Summary Report for all details currently available.

7

According to plans held by HDC.
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4.0

KEY FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS and SUGGESTED ACTION ITEMS

4.1

General Comments (see more detailed comments below)

A variety of factors contributed to what happened on March 9, 2016.
Generation of specific, detailed recommendations for remedial measures falls outside the scope of
this report. Even so it is hoped that those who in the future may be able to take specific remedial
action will find this report useful. In parallel, two other reports have been produced.
a.

Woods Hardwick Infrastructure LLP, acting on behalf of, and funded by, Mulberry
Developments has produced a document supporting the drainage plans for Mulberry’s
proposed new housing estate behind No 28 Broadgate. Amongst other comments and
suggestions, the report recommends
creating numerous mini dams in new
ditch(es) to be built on either side of
Stockerston Lane, (as indicated in the
picture opposite), copied from their
report, plus creation a temporary
water storage pond on a field to the
west of Stockerston Lane.

b.

Mr M. Christie, who has contributed much to this report, has produced a separate short
document in which what are considered more reasonable, more practical and better
justified suggestions are offered.

Only isolated/minor issues relevant to foul water and combined foul/surface water systems arose on
March 9. Whilst probably they should be investigated further, this report focuses on surface water
management issues.
No single deficiency satisfactorily accounts for all the flooding problems of March 9. Different
issues appeared to affect open surface water drainage ditches (presumably the responsibility of ditch
owners), street gutter grids (believed to be responsibility the LCC Highways Department), the surface
water sewer underground pipe work system (believed to be the responsibility of Anglian Water), and
various maintenance factors, especially in the brook (believed to be the responsibility of the EA).
GEFSR appears to have operated effectively both in January 2013 and in March 2016, even though
the design parameter (1 in 50 years) seems less than onerous by current standards. For comparison,
the LCC, acting as Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA) has demanded that the drainage systems to
be installed behind 28 Broadgate should safely manage a 1 in 100 year event, plus an added “climate
change” factor of 50%.
Resolving some of the issues identified above might be relatively simple and/or inexpensive.
However, resolving others will take time, physical changes, and probably significant expense.
Comments relative to each appear below.
It can be only a matter of time before a storm significantly more intense than March 2016 (or January
2013) will occur. At that point, low lying parts of the village appear very likely to flood.
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4.2

Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir (GEFSR)
(and related previous flood relief measures concerning the brook)

If a weather event more severe that 1 in 50 years occurs, GEFSR will overtop and Great Easton
Brook will be unable to safely handle the results. Theoretical calculations for 1 in 100 year (or
more severe) events at new developments in the village therefore appear to have little practical
meaning in terms of improving or detracting from flood exposures alongside the brook.
For events having severity of up to 1 in 50 years, some existing issues of concern identified on
March 9 can probably be solved, perhaps with relatively little expense by diverting water running
from fields on either side of Stockerston Lane into GEFSR. (As recommended in the report of Mr.
Christie). However, before detailed plans can be finalised, a reliable topographical survey of
field levels north of the current village limit should be made.
If water diversion proposals will be completed, then greater demands will be placed on GEFSR.
Therefore, in parallel, water attenuation capacity above the village must be increased.
Put simply, a bigger dam, or additional dam(s) will be needed.
After GEFSR has been upgraded, then the weir plate at the entrance to the channel through GEFSR
could possibly be lowered slightly. This would reduce the peak flow rate from GEFSR into the top
of the brook, and thus reduce the exposure to overflow from the brook further downstream.
4.3

Upper Village (Everything above Brook Lane Bridge)



The blockage in AW’s SWS in Broadgate should be cleared (in a separate initiative; that seems
to be underway as this report is being finalised).



AW should establish the reason(s) that caused the blockage, and should then take appropriate
measures (probably in conjunction with land owners) to prevent future blockages.



The size of the surface water sewer system in Broadgate should be reviewed in light of current and
possible future demands on it. At only 6 in diameter, and considering events of March 9, perhaps
it is undersized for its intended duty, even today, and even without being partially blocked.



At Little London bridge, the discharge of the 12” outfall from discharge of the SWS that runs
down Pitchers Lane could be modified. Either extend the SWS by several tens of metres so that
in future it will discharge into Great Easton Brook downstream of the Brook Lane Bridge.
Or (less expensively) modify the discharge arrangement so that it will reliably discharge into the
brook at Little London bridge, even if brook level is high. This appears to a relatively easy
technical modification. However both AW and the EA would need to agree, so for administrative
reasons, may not be permitted. AW is however believed to be currently studying that possibility.



Convert Brook Lane Bridge from a twin passage bridge to a wider, single passage bridge, and
thus reduce opportunity for captured floating debris to block the bridge entrance.
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4.4

Lower Village (everything downstream of Brook Lane Bridge).



Ensure that all gullies that allow water to run off the surface of Brook Lane into the brook are
kept clear / unobstructed at all times.



Service pipes and private bridges over the brook that tend to push high water in the brook
onto the surface of Brook Lane perhaps could be modified or eliminated. Arrangements
should ensure that they no longer impede flow when the brook level is high.



Although perhaps difficult or costly, modify the ford at the bottom of Hollands Lane to ensure
that brook water does not run from from the ford onto Brook Lane, when brook level is high.
A possible lower cost option might be to establish, at the end of Hollands Lane, a stockpile of
pre-filled sandbags. At times of high flow in the brook, concerned villagers might chose to
use those bags to create a temporary barrier between the brook and Brook Lane.



Significantly upgrade the two gullies at the bottom of Brook Lane, via which water can drain
from the road into the brook. Alternatively, raise the level of the road surface at the bottom of
Brook Lane (but that would be expensive).



In conjunction with Anglian Water, seek a way to drain from the road surface water that
currently accumulates at the bottom of Brook Lane, into the AW SWS that runs below that
junction, and then discharges into the brook, just below the bridge. As a preliminary
suggestion, consider conversion of manhole No. 5853 (at the junction of Brook Lane and
Cross Bank) into a drain point for water that under flood conditions always accumulates at
that junction. By doing so, much (but not all) water that repetitively accumulates at this
junction should be able to discharge safely to the brook downstream of Cross Bank Bridge


4.5

Investigate, and if possible resolve the reason(s) that generated, on March 9, the strong foul
drain smell near the bottom of Ford Bank and near the bottom of Banbury Lane.
Areas not significantly flooded (or no obvious action options)

No significant flood issues appeared in Church Bank, Clarkesdale, Cross Bank (east of the Bridge),
High Street, Hollands Lane (except its bottom end – see Brook Lane), Lounts Close, Moulds Lane
(excluding its bottom end – see Brook Lane) or Musk Close, and adjacent roads.
No suggestions are offered for any of these streets.
In Caldecote Road a flood issue arose, but at present, no obvious solution has been identified.
.
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Appendices
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APPENDIX A
WEATHER CONDITIONS
A-1.1 Rainfall Data used by M-D’s consultants associated with proposed
developments behind 28 Broadgate.
During their design process M-D’s consultants needed to justify their plans for draining the
proposed developments behind No. 28 Broadgate. They chose specific rainfall scenarios, all
are typical requirements for modern planning processes countrywide. They assessed:




A “One-in-One Year” event.
A “One-in-Thirty Year” event.
A “One-in-One Hundred year” event (to which a safety factor for possible future
global warming events is added).

Conventionally, the safety factor added for the 1 in 100 year event is 30%.
But during later stages of the planning process, Leicestershire Count Council (the Lead
Local Flood Authority), requested a safety factor increase to 50%.
M-D submitted various drainage related documents to HDC during the application process.
In “Drainage Statement - Broadgate Phase 2” November 5, 2015, the developer’s computer
calculations include the input rainfall intensity data (see next page for extracted data).
But in these later revisions of the document, input rainfall intensity data were omitted.
Nevertheless, lacking contrary evidence, one must assume that the input data for the one-inone year and the one-in-30 year scenarios were unchanged. The developer’s initial
(published) input design data for the three scenarios are shown on the next two pages.
In each case, data for a single 60 minute period (Winter or Summer) is indicated in a box.
Lacking input data for the one-in-100 year (+50% safety factor) is perhaps disappointing.
However, from a practical viewpoint, it is an issue of little practical significance.
The developer’s claim (based on the 1 in 100 year event) that developments behind 28
Broadgate will deliver a better than 70% improvement to GE’s flood issues has yet to be
convincingly explained, for the following reason.
As noted above, if GE experiences an event worse than 1 in 50 years, then Brook Lane and
other areas will be flooded anyway. The catchment area for the water that runs down the
open ditch alongside the development area, is 50 hectares (as stated by Wood-Hardwick).
This water discharges into Anglian Water’s surface water sewer in Broadgate.
The hard surfaced areas that are to be drained from the development site barely exceed
1hectare. Upon completion, as directed by Anglian Water, that water will be directed to
Anglian Water’s SWS in Pitcher’s Lane, the same SWS into which water from Boadgate
also discharges. Thus the effect adding the water from the site to the water already coming
from the ditch and from Broadgate will be almost unnoticeable. At the end of the SWS in
Pitcher’s Lane all water from it (one way or another) blends with water coming from
GEFSR, which has a 600 hectare catchment area. Irrespective of designed drainage
arrangements on the development site, in practice, water from the site will have no
detectable influence on Great Easton’s flood exposures.
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A-1.2

1 in 1 Year Event

A-1.3

1 in 30 Year Event
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A-1.4

1 in 100 Year Event

Notes
The rainfall intensity figures below include a 30% increase to allow for Climate Change.
This is a conventional requirement, but later the Lead Local Food Authority increased the
safety factor to 50%.
When W-H published later versions of the Drainage Technical Note, the input rainfall
intensity data were not included in the computer print out that included the increased safety
factor. This does not imply that the model did not increase the factor to 50%,
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A-1.5 - Meterological Office (“Met Office”) data.
In the days following March 9, an informal phone call to the Met Office sought “officially
recorded” rainfall measurements that might clarify how much rain fell in GE on March 9,
and if possible during which hours it fell. That call led to several other calls and e-mails.
Key information supplied by the Met Office during those communications can be
summarised as follows (italic script).
The Met Office has definitions of slight, moderate and heavy rainfall. Heavy rainfall
would have an hourly rate of >= 4.0 mm (it is not unusual to get heavy rainfall).
The nearest official Met Office weather station to Great Easton is at RAF Wittering
(Grid Reference 5042 E, 3026N, Altitude 73 m, Lat. 52.61N – Long 00.46 W)
Wittering is 18 miles ENE of Great Easton.
A quick analysis using 10 years of hourly data for Wittering (2006-2015) indicates:Over this ten year period, Wittering experienced 196 hours of rainfall of 3.4 mm and above,
(an average of 19.6 hours a year). Highest yearly value of 30 hours in 2012 and a lowest
yearly value of 13 hours in 2015.
The highest hourly rainfall in this 10 year period was 15.6 mm on 11th October 2006 and
the 2nd highest was 12.8 mm on 20th July 2014 (these are the only two above 10.0 mm in
the 10 year period).
Weather Statistics for RAF Wittering during March 8 2016
Hour in the day
(08/03/2016)
00-00 – 01.00

Hourly Rainfall
Total (mm)
0.0

Hourly Mean Wind
Direction8
270

Hourly Mean
Wind speed (km/hr)
7

01.00 – 02.00

0.0

270

8

02.00 – 03.00

0.0

270

8

03.00 – 04.00

0.0

260

9

04.00 – 05.00

0.0

260

7

05.00 – 06.00

0.0

260

8

06.00 – 07.00

0.0

230

5

07.00 – 08.00

0.0

210

5

08.00 – 09.00

0.0

200

6

09.00 – 10.00

tr

210

8

10.00 – 11.00

tr

220

9

11.00 – 12.00

tr

210

9

12.00 – 13.00

0.0

210

11

Continued on the next page

8

Wind direction (in degrees) is facing upwind – so 270 deg = wind from west to east.
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Hour in the day
(08/03/2016)
13.00 – 14.00

Hourly Rainfall
Total (mm)
0.0

Hourly Mean Wind
Direction9
200

Hourly Mean
Wind speed (km/hr)
12

14.00 – 15.00

tr

220

12

15.00 – 16.00

0.2

220

11

16.00 – 17.00

tr

210

12

17.00 – 18.00

tr

190

11

18.00 – 19.00

tr

190

11

19.00 - 20.00

tr

180

11

20.00 - 21.00

0.0

190

12

21.00 – 22.00

0.2

180

11

22.00 – 23.00

Tr

180

11

23.00 – 00.00

Tr

170

9

Weather Statistics for RAF Wittering during March 9 2016
Hour in the day
(09/03/2016)
00.00 – 01.00

Hourly Rainfall
Total (mm)
0.2

Hourly Mean Wind
Direction10
160

Hourly Mean
Wind speed (km/hr)
9

01.00 – 02.00

0.6

160

7

02.00 – 03.00

1.8

130

5

03.00 – 04.00

3.0

120

9

04.00 – 05.00

3.2

110

12

05.00 – 06.00

3.6

110

11

06.00 – 07.00

3.0

100

12

07.00 – 08.00

2.8

80

11

08.00 – 09.00

3.4

60

12

09.00 – 10.00

4.0

50

10

10-00 – 11.00

3.4

40

9

11.00 – 12.00

1.6

10

8

12.00 – 13.00

0.6

360

9

13.00 – 14.00

0.4

360

10

14.00 – 15.00

0.4

360

10

15.00 – 16.00

0.4

10

10

16.00 – 17.00

0.2

10

11

17.00 – 18.00

Tr

360

11

(Data from Met Office, to whom thanks are expressed).

9

Wind direction (in degrees) is facing upwind – so 270 deg = wind from west to east.
Wind direction (in degrees) is facing upwind – so 270 deg = wind from west to east.
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On March 28, a further information request was sent to the Met Office.
Q1
Noting that the peak rainfall at Wittering reached 4.0 mm/hr. (hour 10), with 3.4 mm/hr registered in
hours 9 and 11, can you suggest a reasonable (even approximate would be OK) return frequency for
such an event? Would this be a say 1 in 5 year event - or a 1 in 50 year event, or perhaps a 1 in 100
year event. I suspect, but I may be wrong, that it may have been a relatively frequent event - given that
our village has experienced two other broadly similar events in the last 15 years.
Q2.
In the (ballpark - not rigorous) opinion of the met office, what would be a reasonable, albeit
approximate, return frequency for an event on the scale of what Wittering experienced on March
9? I'll be very happy to receive an answer in the style of
"it was an event somewhere between a 1 in 'x' years, and a 1 in 'y' years return frequency".
I hope very much that you'll be able to help me again.
With best wishes

To which the Met Office replied:
In response to your recent enquiry, I am happy to confirm the following options which may
tick your boxes:
HM33 & ITED rainfall analysis reports – there are 2 standard rainfall report products which
could be of use. They are the HM33 and the ITED and I have attached an example of each. Both
of these are rainfall depth and duration frequency analyses giving return periods for different
durations and frequency of rain storms. They are essentially the same, but the HM33 focuses on
rates of rainfall in millimetres per hour for shorter durations of storm and the ITED focuses on
rainfall depth for longer storm durations. The cost of a single report is approximately £280 + Vat
and can be provided for any grid reference or postcode in the UK.
Extreme Value Analysis (EVA) report – this report can be produced from any UK weather station
with the appropriate length of archive (see attached example). The cost would be roughly £270 +
Vat. In this instance, the nearest Met Office site that could provide this option would be
WITTERING (based on hourly data) or a rain gauge at Wing Sewage Works (based on daily data).
Finally, we can provide a Filtered Excel Spreadsheet - each spreadsheet is based on 30 years of daily
data or 10 years of hourly data, as standard. The output would be filtered so that only those instances
where the maximum daily rainfall exceeded a reasonable threshold set by you. The rough cost of a single
spreadsheet would be £410 + Vat or £720 + Vat for two.

After discussions with the Parish Council everyone agreed that purchase of additional data
as offered could not be justified considering current village circumstances.
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APPENDIX B
GREAT EASTON FLOOD STORAGE RESERVOIR (GEFSR)
The time - water depth chart on the next page was supplied by the Environment Agency.
However for reader convenience some of the small sized text labels have been duplicated in
larger font on the following page. In addition, comments have been added to correlate the
timing of key main flooding events during the day. The graph on the page after that
(received from the EA on August 9) shows the same data, but from an event in 2013.
Data has now been requested from the Met Office on rainfall on January 27 2013.
The key point to note in the first two charts below is the roughly 5 to 6 hour time gap
between the peak rainfall and the start of significant water level rise in the dam.
Clearly this is due to the time needed for rainwater falling in the fields in the catchment area
to migrate to the various streams, and then run to into the dam. During this time, with only
modest water in the dam area, flow in the brook was similarly modest. It therefore follows
that any rainfall onto hard surfaces in the part of the village higher than Little London should
ideally be discharged into the Brook, and allowed to run down to the Welland during this
relatively safe period. Ideally, for future large scale developments, water attenuation
schemes (similar to the small system in Holt View) should be avoided.
On July 9 2016, the EA provided the following answers to questions raised on May 22, 2016.
Q1 Could the EA give a rough indication of the size of the catchment area of the reservoir?
A1 600 hectares
Q2. For what worst case storm event was the GEFSR designed?
A2 GEFSR was designed for an event more frequent that 1 in 50 years, but together with
the channel widening and bridge replacement works through the village during the
1980s, the whole scheme has a 2% aep (1:50)
Q3
The floods this year were probably less severe than in previous years.
Can one obtain graphs (similar to the one you provided for the March 9 event) for:i)
The flood event in 2012?
ii) The flood event in 2000?
iii) The worst flood on record (after GEFSR was built) if not one of the above?
A3
Telemetry was installed in 2001. I have no data prior to that.
The only larger event than 9.3.16 since then was 27.1.2013 – see below
Q4
Can you provide a prediction of the time/level profile, made at the time the GEFSR
was designed?
A4
No information available.
Q5 The ditch is now in private hands. Does the EA have any guidance references that
might clarify what the EA would expect from the ditch owners in this area?
A5
I doubt that any guidance was issued to ditch owners at the time.
When asked similar questions these days, we direct customers to the relevant
County Council website. Links to Northants and Leics flood risk guidance ARE:
http://www.floodtoolkit.com/pdf-library/
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Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir depth records – March 9 2016
(Original from Environment Agency) (Also see annotated version on next page)
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Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir depth records – March 9 2016
(Environment Agency Graph, as above, but with annotations)

Reservoir Level High (300 mm below spillway level).

Reservoir Spillway Level (expected onset
of property flooding in Great Easton).

Water level upstream of the dam

± 6 hour “safer”
discharge period”

Flooding in Broadgate

Consider issuing flood warning

Approx peak rainfall hour
midnight

Water level downstream of the dam
midnight
Noon 9/3/2016

The variation in water level in the dam explains the reported rapid increase in flow in the brook early in the morning and the rapid decrease in
the early part of the afternoon. The graph on the next page (received from the EA on August 9) shows a similar profile.
As expected, water level in the brook remains low until water level in the dam rises. And that takes several hours after the peak rainfall.
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Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir depth records – Jan 27 2013

.
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APPENDIX C
FLOOD MAPS ON RECORD

C-1.1 - Surface Water Run off Routes

The map on the next page appears in the LCC response to the request by Mulberry
Developments to build 13 homes on Phase 2 behind 28 Broadgate
(Planning Ref 16-00380/FUL).
LCC responded in their capacity as Lead Local Flood Authority (LLFA).
The events on March 9 2016, appear to support the general accuracy of the map.

C-1.2

Flood Map from independent website, “RiverLevels.uk”.

The map on the page after that is the best found so far. It shows recognised surface
water run off flood risk areas in the village, based on ground elevation data.
Note that the Pitchers Lane / Brook Lane / Little London intersection is NOT
recognised as a flood prone area, perhaps purely due to the scale of the map.
This area floods primarily because a few hours after heavy rain, the level of GE Brook
rises above the outfall of the AW surface water sewer that drains Broadgate plus
Pitchers Lane. As a result, as explained above, water cannot discharge freely into the
brook. Instead, flow becomes much slower (or perhaps even reverses) an affect that
causes the sewer to back up, therefore forcing water onto the surface of Pitchers Lane.
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GEFSR
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Spillway

GEFSR

Blue area = Potential Flood Risk Area
(GEFSR = Great Easton Flood Storage Reservoir)
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